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A B S T R A C T

The circular cross-section of the microchannel plays an important role in recapitulating the physiological re-
levance of an in-vitro model of blood vessels. In this study, we demonstrate a simple process for turning the
single depth of a rectangular microchannel of the mold into a multi-depth circular polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
microchannel of the replica. The method uses inflated air pressure to deform a partially cured PDMS with simple
bench-top equipment. We can produce a wide range of circular microchannels with diameters from 100 μm to
500 μm. Based on the self-aligning and bonding principles of partially cured PDMS, this technique can eliminate
oxygen plasma bonding and tedious alignment processes. The bonding strength based on the partially cured
PDMS can obtain 375 kPa, which is comparable with oxygen plasma bonding. The fabrication parameters, such
as the partial curing time of PDMS and the applied pressure, are controlled well to obtain various channel
geometries from elliptical to circular cross-sections. We applied the fabrication scheme to reconstruct the geo-
metry of the thrombosis blood vessel in a microfluidic device. Four different geometries of stenosis vessels were
successfully produced for investigating the influence of the occlusion shape on thrombus formation. The platelet
deposition along the post-stenosis channels was quantitatively observed under time-lapse fluorescence micro-
scopy. Our results indicate that the accumulation of platelets for downstream stenosis is slower and more stable
for a concentric stenosis lesion than for an eccentric stenosis lesion. This thrombosis device can be used in real-
time clotting analysis models and for antithrombotic drug testing.

1. Introduction

Arterial thrombosis is the formation of a blood clot within an artery
and it is a complex process that comprises multiple steps. The me-
chanism of thrombosis involves various factors based on the blood
components. This includes the von Willebrand factor (vWF), the geo-
metry of the vessel, the shear rate, the prothrombogenic surface (col-
lagen), and the platelet function. An essential early event in the
thrombus initiation under high pathologic flow (shear rate> 5000 s−1)
is the interaction between vWF and the platelet's receptor GPIbα [1,2].
A pathological shear rate happens at the stenosis of the blood vessel,
namely atherosclerosis. Rupture of the atherosclerotic plaque can result
in vascular diseases such as acute coronary syndromes and ischemic
stroke [3]. Therefore, a better understanding of the mechanism of
thrombus formation in atherosclerotic vessel segments is essential to
improving current antithrombotic medications.

Conventional models used to study thrombosis include in vivo an-
imal models, which ranges from small animals (e.g. zebra fish, mice,
etc.) to larger animals (e.g. dogs, pigs, nonhuman primates, etc.) [4],
and in vitro models in the form of parallel-plate flow chambers and
rotating cone plate viscometers [5,6]. The small animal models allow
for investigating the role of genetic variation and different clotting
factors in thrombus formation. However, the genetic and physiological
differences in comparison to human models limits them to recapitulate
human disease conditions. Large animal models offer increased phy-
siological relevance to humans, but these experiments are not effi-
ciently conducted in academic laboratories and have ethical restrictions
[7]. Therefore, in vitro models can be considered as the first choice to
model thrombotic diseases. With parallel-plate flow chambers, the flow
rates can be easily controlled by using syringe pumps that can induce
various wall shear stress over the surface-coated extracellular matrix
(e.g. collagen, fibronectin) and thrombosis factors (e.g. vWF or tissue
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factor) [6]. Although many researchers use this system to investigate
the effect of the shear stress on the platelet function and coagulation
factors, the accurate anatomy of a blood vessel is not replicated in these
chambers. The other commonly used platelet function test is the cone-
and-plate viscometer. It involves the rotating cone to create the shear
stress on the stationary plate surface [8]. These devices require a large
amount of blood volume and low-throughput. More importantly, these
devices cannot mimic the completed functions of the three-dimensional
(3D) geometry of the vascular system and the natural physiology of
blood flow. These limitations have been countered by the recent de-
velopment of microfluidic devices that can be engineered to offer a
better physiological representation of human vascular thrombosis.

In recent decades, microfluidics have played an essential role in the
field of biomedical engineering due to its high throughput, automation
capabilities, and their low-cost fabrication [5,9]. Microfluidic devices
are a powerful tool to recapitulate the pathophysiology of the blood
flow with various wall shear rates in the channels [10–14]. The major
advantages of microfluidic devices are its low blood sample require-
ments, short analysis time, precise control of dimensions, and high re-
peatability over a large number of experiments [7]. To mimic the ar-
terial physiology in a microfluidic device, the high shear rate and shear
gradient play critical roles in the activation of the vWF along with
platelet adhesion and aggregation [7,8]. Further, platelet adhesion,
activation, and thrombus growth depend significantly on the micro-
channel geometry. However, there are several geometric constraints
within current standard microfluidics manufacturing. This includes the
rectangular profile and the limit of the channel depth to allow thrombus
growth [17]. Owing to the limitation of the two-dimensional (2D) based
microfabrication techniques of microfluidic devices, the channels used
to study pathological flows often have a rectangular cross-section with a
high surface-to-volume ratio [18,19]. The single depth based micro-
fluidics channel has narrowed the channel width while the micro-
channel depth stayed constant [5,7,8]. Thus, very high shear rates are
hard to achieve with conventional manufacturing methods [17,19].
Consequently, only 3D circular microchannels are truly representative
of human vessel geometries.

Therefore, it is of great interest to researchers to fabricate the cir-
cular channels that mimic the complex flow conditions of cardiovas-
cular disease at various stages. The circular geometry of a microchannel
provides the uniform shear stress along with the walls of the channels
[20,21]. Several strategies have been employed to produce a micro-
fluidic channel with a circular cross-section. The typical approach is to
fabricate the semi-circular channels in two halves that, after being
transferred to PDMS, are aligned and bonded to form the circular
channel. This approach can be observed with a reflowed positive pho-
toresist [22], laser engraving or micro-milling [23], grayscale dual
projection lithography [24], isotropically etched silicon wafers [25], a
PDMS membrane deformation technique [26], and extrusion printing of
mold using a thixotropic ink [27]. Such techniques can produce uni-
form semi-circular channels; however, the creation of circular channels
requires tedious alignment and bonding. Misalignment during plasma
bonding is a particularly major issue when fabricating branched or
multiple blood vessel channels. The second approach is using a PDMS
prepolymer to modify the rectangular channels to become a circular
channel by coating the liquid PDMS on the channel surface [28]. While
this technique provides a low-cost way to build single depth circular
channels, it is challenging to achieve repeatability and channel size
control.

Another approach is directly fabricating the circular channel or
sacrificial template using 3D printing or inserting circular metal wire
[29–32]. It can be used to fabricate a 3D structure directly or to produce
a 3D sacrificial template for soft lithography. Recently, Andries van der
Meer et al. presented a study that mimicked 3D vascular structures of
arterial atherosclerosis. They combined the data of computed tomo-
graphy angiography and 3D stereolithography printing to construct the
vessel templates. The PDMS microchannel was generated with PDMS

casting and by manually breaking the 3D printed template [11].
Therefore, this approach can prototype single and straight stenosis
microchannels. However, the current 3D printing technique for mi-
crofluidic applications still has its limitations. This includes a relatively
larger lateral resolution (> 25 μm) [11] and the issue of high surface
roughness that can negatively influence microfluidic flow and the op-
tical clarity.

Overall, the presented method to fabricate the multi-depth circular
microchannels that can replicate vascular geometry is complex and
costly. Recently, our group introduced a novel method that uses par-
tially cured PDMS that is combined with thermal air expansion molding
to fabricate a semi-circular or circular microchannel with low-cost and
straightforward benchtop equipment [33,34]. The deformation depth of
the circular channel is dependent on the partially cured time of the
PDMS and the curing temperature. This method demonstrates the
ability to create PDMS circular channels with diameters ranging from
25 μm to 150 μm with a smooth inner channel surface. However, it is
difficult to obtain channels larger than 200 μm because the deformation
pressure inside the closed channel increases due to the thermal effect.
This is not enough to push down the partially cured PDMS during the
fabrication. In this study, we developed a method to fabricate circular
channels that range in diameter from 100 μm to 500 μm by precisely
controlling the gas pressure inside the fabricated channels. We in-
vestigated the effect of the fabrication parameters such as the partial
curing time and applied a pressure to obtain the desired circular mi-
crofluidic channel. Finally, as a proof-of-concept, multiple stenosis
channels were fabricated to recapitulate the 3D geometry of the stenosis
blood vessels. The flow simulations verified that the circular geometry
can create the appropriate wall shear rates that are found during in vivo
thrombosis [13,16]. The thrombosis formation during perfusion of
whole blood for the concentric and eccentric morphological vessel was
also characterized.

This article is organized as follows. 1) Optimize the fabrication
conditions for making the desired circular microchannels from 100 μm
to 500 μm. 2) Using an optimal parameter to fabricate multiple 3D
stenosis channels that mimics the different stenosis geometries. These
include concentric and eccentric at 63 % and 84 % stenosis, respec-
tively. 3) Time-lapse of the thrombosis formation and stability of the
thrombus by perfusing the human whole blood through the collagen-
coated circular channels under the pathological flow conditions of ec-
centric and concentric stenosis. This manuscript describes the materials
and methods for the experiments. In addition, this manuscript presents
the results and the discussion from the experiments followed by the
conclusion.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Material and equipment

Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer (PDMS) was purchased from Dow
Corning, and SU-8 negative photoresist was purchased from
Microchem. The PDMS that was used for this work was a mixture of a
base precursor and a curing agent with a ratio of 10:1 (w/w). The PDMS
mold with a ratio of 10:1 (w/w) was replicated from the SU-8 master
mold using soft lithography that was cured in an oven at 90 °C for 1 h.
We prepared 3% of the hydrophilic polymer hydroxypropyl-methyl-
cellulose (HPMC) solution to follow the procedure [35]. To create the
surface treatment PDMS, the PDMS stamp was submerged inside the
HPMC solution for 30min at 70 °C. Then, it was washed three times
with diluted water and dried in an oven for 15min. A syringe pump
(NE-4000 New Era Pump, UAS) was used to manipulate the air pressure
in the microchannel. High resolution of the differential pressure sensor
(Phidgets-1126, Phidget Inc) was used to measure the pressure in the
microchannel. The detected pressure range was from −25 kPa to
+25 kPa. The Arduino Orange board was used for reading out the
pressure sensor signal and it was connected to the computer through
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the Arduino interface. Teflon tubes (0.8 mm in inner diameter) were
used to connect the syringe with a pressure sensor and the PDMS mold.
The 3mL syringe (Norm-Jet, Germany) was filled with diluted water to
prevent air leakage during pumping. The flow rate of the pump was set
to 5 μL/min to create the uniform deformation of the partially cured
PDMS surface.

2.2. Preparation of partially cured PDMS and fabrication process

Partially cured PDMS was prepared following the procedure in
Fig. 1A. The PDMS was made by mixing the base and curing agent at a
ratio of 10:1 (w/w), then it was degassed to remove the trapped air
bubble. Then, we poured 8 g of PDMS pre-polymer on the 53mm inner
diameter of the Petri dish cap and it was partially cured at 45 °C in the
convection oven. After 60min, 65min, and 70min of curing in the
oven, the PDMS was in a gelatinous stage with a sticky surface [36].
Fig. 1B shows the experimental setup with the syringe pump, hot plate,
pressure sensor, and computer. The syringe pump was set with the flow
rate at 5 μL/min. The signal of the inflated pressure was monitored by a
pressure sensor, read out by the Arduino board, and it was visualized on
a computer.

The procedure used to fabricate the circular microchannels is de-
scribed in Fig. 2. The PDMS mold was replicated from the SU-8 master
by soft-lithography and then it was treated with HPMC solution to
modify the contacting surface [35]. The surface treatment prevents the
tearing of the PDMS mold. The PDMS mold was carefully contacted
with the partially cured PDMS surface that was prepared with the
procedure shown in Fig. 1A. Then, the air pressure in the channel was
gradually increased after setting the air inflation of the syringe pump.
Due to the inflated pressure, the partially cured PDMS surface was
pushed down to form the semi-circular channel. The deformation of the
partially cured PDMS can reach a quiescent state after stopping the air
inflation. The balance between the PDMS stiffness and the channel’s
inner pressure finally defines the channel profile. Then, the stack was
treated on a hot plate at 95 °C for 20min to fully cure the PDMS. The
internal pressure inside the microchannel was continuously monitored.
The semi-circular microchannel stamp was peeled off from the mold
after being fully cured on the hot plate. To obtain the circular channel,
we repeated the process in Fig. 2B to D with the semi-circular PDMS
stamp as a mold. However, the PDMS mold in the following process was
not treated with the HPMC solution to form a good bonding strength
between the two halves of the PDMS. The bonding between the

partially cured PDMS with different surface treatments is characterized
and discussed in section 3.2.

2.3. Master mold design and fabrication

To characterize the channel cross-section under the different fabri-
cation parameters, we designed the serial microchannel with widths of
500, 400, 300, 200, and 100 μm (Fig. 3A). The master mold was fab-
ricated based on the standard photolithography with a SU-8 negative
photoresist. The final mold thickness was 140 μm.

2.4. Characterization of the fabricated channels

The depth of the fabricated channel was characterized by obtaining
a cross-section using a razor blade knife, and the dimensions were
measured under an optical microscope (BX51, Olympus Japan) and the
accompanying software (JNOPTIC capture 2.2, Korea). Scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) (Tescan Vega3, Czech Republic) was used to
obtain the 3D geometry of the PDMS microchannel.

2.5. Whole blood staining and perfusion

Blood samples were collected from three healthy, drug-free adult
volunteers with their written consent. Blood was drawn through a 21-
gauge needle into syringes that were prefilled with 3 U mL−1 of heparin
(Sigma) as an anticoagulant. The experiments were initiated within
30min after drawing the blood.

To initially activate the platelet adhesion on the PDMS surface, the
PDMS channels were treated with 100 μg ml−1

fibrillary collagen type I
(Sigma Aldrich) overnight at 4 °C. Then, the channels were washed with
1% bovine serum albumin solution followed by 1X phosphate-buffered
saline before blood perfusion [13].

Before performing perfusion of the whole blood sample into the
device, the platelets in the whole blood samples were stained with 2 μg
ml−1 of 3,3′-dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DiOC6, Sigma Aldrich)
and they were incubated at 37 °C for 10min. The 2mm inner diameter
of the flexible silicone tube was used to connect the syringe to the chip
and the chip to the waste reservoir. The blood was perfused through the
microfluidic device using the Harvard PHD-2000 syringe pump
(Harvard Apparatus, USA) at a flow rate of 3mL/hr. Platelet aggrega-
tion was monitored by using a Nikon Ti Eclipse fluorescent microscope
(Nikon, Japan) with an excitation and emission wavelength of 485 nm

Fig. 1. Partially cured PDMS procedure and experimental setup. (A) The procedure of partially cured PDMS. (B) The experiment setup of the fabrication with
computer, Arduino board, pressure sensor, syringe pump, and PDMS mold.
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and 520 nm, respectively. Image acquisition was controlled through
Metamorph 6.0 (multi-dimension acquisition). The stack images were
acquired at one frame per second, which were captured for 5min
during the perfusion. ImageJ software was used to post-process the
captured images. The region of interest (ROI) was defined as 1000 μm
in length and the stenosis boundary. The fluorescence intensity of the
platelets was analyzed in the area along the stenosis channel with a
500 μm length at the post-stenosis channel.

2.6. Thrombosis-on-a-chip

To investigate the effect of the stenotic geometries on the platelet
aggregation, we designed and fabricated four parallel channels with
separated inlets and a common outlet. There are two types of stenosis
channels, namely concentric and eccentric. The width of the non-ste-
nosis channel, 63 % stenosis, and 84 % stenosis were 500 μm, 200 μm,
and 100 μm, respectively. This design was intended to be the proof of
concept by applying the clinically derived physiological range (< 2000

Fig. 2. Schematic of fabrication process of semi- and circular
microchannel. (A) The PDMS mold after HPMC treatment and the
partially cured PDMS. (B) The mold and partially cured PDMS
brought into contact. (C) Air inflated into the channel by using the
syringe pump. The partially cured surface was deformed by ap-
plied pressure. (D) Partially PDMS stack was fully cured on the hot
plate. (E-H) Repeated the fabrication process to get the full-cir-
cular channel by using the semi-circular as a mold.

Fig. 3. Characterization the depth of channel. (A) The serial channels use to characterize the channel deformation with the width of 100 μm, 200 μm, 300 μm,
400 μm, and 500 μm. The arrow shows the direction of inflated air. (B), (C), (D) the deformation of channel at partial curing of 60min, 65min, and 70min.
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s−1) for 63 % stenosis and the pathological flow of 84 % stenosis
(> 10,000 s−1) [9,37]. We compared the thrombosis formation at the
same stenosis percentage channel with different concentric and ec-
centric geometries. The slopes of the stenosis, the wall shear rate pro-
file, and the maximal flow elongation rates are all similar to the
atherosclerosis found in the arterial vessel [10,11]. After fabrication,
the channels had an elliptical geometry with the major axis a and minor
axis b. The average depth of the non-stenosis, 63 % stenosis, and 84 %
stenosis channels were 400 μm, 150 μm, and 65 μm, respectively. Based
on the major and minor axes of the elliptical cross-section, we calcu-
lated the hydraulic diameter of the non-stenosis and stenosis channels.
Then, the stenosis percentage was calculated with the following equa-
tion, where Di and D0 are the hydraulic diameters of the stenosis and
the normal geometry, respectively.

=
−

×stenosis D D
D

% 100%o i

o

The stenosis of the blood vessels was designed by gradually redu-
cing the channel width from a healthy vessel diameter of 500 μm to the
stenosis vessel diameter of 100 μm and 200 μm. The stenosis length was
1000 μm. The angles of reduction and expansion were symmetrical.
Platelet aggregation in the stenosis outlet region was the most promi-
nent at 60–80 % lumen reduction for the pathological flow conditions
[10]. The thrombosis device was fabricated for conditions with a
65min partially cured time, a 45 °C partially cured temperature, and a
1 kPa inflated pressure to generate the semi-circular and circular multi-
depth channels that mimic the concentric and eccentric stenosis of the
blood vessel. The depths of the fabricated channels are 400 ± 15 μm,
150 ± 12 μm, and 65 ± 8 μm (n=3) for the normal channel, the 63
% stenosis channel, and the 84 % stenosis channel, respectively. The
channel structures are different from the channels that were used to
characterize the fabrication method; therefore, after fabrication, we cut
the device to measure the dimensions of the stenosis channel. The two
ends of the stenosis area are 500 μm wide; hence, the deformation for
the 100 μm and 200 μm wide stenosis is different from the optimal di-
mensions that are shown in the fabrication. The errors in the channel
geometry affect the wall shear rate and the percentage of the stenosis.
Therefore, it can result in different thrombosis formation. The errors of
the channel geometry or the threshold of the stenosis percentage will be
investigated in future studies.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of channel geometry

Three important parameters directly affected the profile of the
fabricated channel: 1) the width of the mold, 2) the stiffness of the
partially cured PDMS, and 3) the applied pressure. Fig. 3A shows the
design of a master mold with five different widths, including 100, 200,
300, 400, and 500 μm. Owing to the standard photolithography-based
microfabrication, the SU-8 master mold had the rectangular cross-sec-
tion with a planar microchannel that was 140 μm in height (data not
shown). The stiffness of the partially cured PDMS was controlled by
varying the partial curing time while the curing temperature and the
amount of PDMS was fixed. The higher the curing temperature, the
shorter the gelation duration we obtained [36]. However, a shorter
gelation duration can cause errors during fabrication. Thus, to precisely
control the stiffness of the partially cured PDMS and to reduce the effect
of the heat gradient, we cured the PDMS in a convection oven at 45 °C;
this slowed down the gelation process and extended the gelation
duration. With 8 g of PDMS and a 45 °C curing temperature, the partial
curing time (or the gelation duration) ranged approximately from
60min to 70min. The PDMS under the gelation stage was suitable for
the fabrication of the circular channel by inflated air. The cure time for
the partially cured PDMS was selected as 60min, 65min, and 70min.
The applied pressure was manipulated by a syringe pump and it was

monitored by the pressure sensor. Four different pressures (P= 0.5 kPa,
0.75 kPa, 1 kPa, and 1.25 kPa) were used to generate the circular
channels. The standard deviation of the applied pressure was± 0.05
kPa. The relatively small pressures ensured that there was a good seal
between the mold and the partially cured surface. During the experi-
ment, there were no signs that unsealing occurred between the mold
and the partially cured surface. Since the serial channels are connected
to each other, the pressure inside the channel is the same in comparison
to the partially cured PDMS deformation. The bigger width deformed
more than the smaller width. We assumed that the partially cured
PDMS was a flexible membrane; therefore, the deformation in each
channel depended on the channel width and the applied pressure [26].
To evaluate the depth of the fabricated channel, we defined the perfect
circular channel where the depth was half of the designed channel
width. As the deformation depth approached the perfect circular
channel, the channel width approached a nearly perfect circular value.
Fig. 3B shows that for the 60min partially cured condition, the de-
formation depth of the channel is lower than the perfect circular
channel at 0.5 kPa and 0.75 kPa, and it is higher than the perfect cir-
cular channel at 1 kPa and 1.25 kPa.

At 65min for the partially cured condition, the 1 kPa pressure shows
that the depth is nearest to the perfect circular channel, while the
0.5 kPa and 0.75 kPa depths are lower than the perfect circular channel.
At 1 kPa and 65min for the partially cured condition, the channel de-
formation was 240 ± 9 μm, 190 ± 6.5 μm, 140 ± 7 μm,
85 ± 6.5 μm, and 30 ± 6 μm for the channel widths of 500 μm,
400 μm, 300 μm, 200 μm, and 100 μm, respectively. These conditions
were determined to be the optimal conditions for making the channel
with a nearly circular construction that mimicked the blood vessels. For
the 70min partially cured condition, the whole channel depths were
lower than the perfect circular channel due to the high surface stiffness
of the partially cured PDMS. The increase in the applied pressure did
not significantly affect the channel depth.

A change in the cross-section geometry from elliptical to over-cir-
cular can be obtained with an inflated pressure during the fabrication of
the first and second halves of the channel. Fig. 4A shows the cross-
section of the semi-circular fabricated channel from 200 μm to 500 μm
for the applied pressures of 0.5 kPa, 1 kPa, and 1.25 kPa at a partial
curing time of 65min. We defined the deformation depth of the channel
as (1) much lower than half of the mold width, (2) close to half of the
mold width, and (3) greater than half of the mold width. When we
combined the conditions of (1), (2), and (3) to make the full channel,
we were able to generate six channel geometries as shown in Fig. 4B.
The full channel geometry depends on the semi-circular width and the
combination of the fabrication parameters. The results of the full
channel from 100 μm to 500 μm of the channel width are shown in
Fig. 4C. The condition (1−1) shows the lowest channel depth with an
elliptical profile at all channel depths, in which condition (3−3) gen-
erates the biggest channel depth. In addition, at 300 μm, 400 μm, and
500 μm for condition (3−3), the channel depth is over the perfect
circular depth. The condition (2−2) and (2–3) generates the closest
shape to a perfect circular channel. Here we define almost perfect cir-
cular channel. The almost perfect circular channel is defined as the
condition when the full channel height measurement equals the full
channel width measurement. Even if the height and width is the same,
this does not guarantee a perfect circle because the top and bottom
parts are not symmetric.

We fabricated the microchannel with five different widths from
100 μm to 500 μm. Since the five channels are connected and are under
the same fabrication pressure, the deformation depth of the different
channel width differs with a higher deformation ratio (deformation
depth/ channel width) on a bigger channel. Therefore, the almost
perfect circular channel for all five channels may not be obtained at the
same time. Instead, we can select the appropriate condition for the
pressure and partial curing time to make an almost perfect circular
channel for the single width channel. Thus, the almost perfect channels
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are achieved at channel width of 200 μm and 300 μm in case (3−3),
400 μm in case (2–3), and 500 μm in case (2−2). The channel width of
100 μm cannot obtain the almost perfect circular channel for the six
combinations. This issue can be a limitation of this method when fab-
ricating the multi-depth channel. However, in this study, we had the
advantage of being able to generate various types of microchannels
using the same master mold, thereby reducing the fabrication cost and
time.

3.2. Evaluation of bonding strength of the device

To evaluate the bonding strength of the PDMS device that was made
by the partially cured PDMS, we designed the testing setup with a
pressure regulator, as shown in Fig. 5A [38]. The mold chamber was
fabricated by performing standard photolithography with a negative
SU-8. Then, we used soft lithography of the PDMS (10:1) to replicate
the top layer of the testing chamber. The testing chamber was 0.1 mm
in height and 5mm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 5B. The dimensions of
the top PDMS are 100mm x 100mm x 3mm (width × length x
height). A sharp 23 G needle was used to punch a hole on top of the
PDMS for the tubing. We used a 10mm 21 G blunted stainless tube to
connect the air tube to the top of the PDMS. Owing to the huge dif-
ference in the diameters of the stainless tube (outer diameter of
0.819mm) and the PDMS hole (0.337mm), the tubing can be secured
under a pressure of 500 kPa. The bottom of the PDMS layer was

partially cured in an oven at 45 °C for 65min.. In the case of partial
curing of the PDMS bond, there are two conditions of the top PDMS:
one is treated with a HPMC solution, and the other one is non-treated.
The two partial bonds were compared to oxygen plasma bonding. For
oxygen plasma bonding, the top and bottom of the PDMS were bonded
after exposure in the plasma chamber (at 100W, 600 mTorr, and 90 s).
For burst pressure testing, the regulated air pressure from the com-
pressed air line was supplied to the testing chamber through the pres-
sure regulator. The air pressure slowly increased to 25 kPa at time in-
tervals of 10 s until the bonding failed. The bursting surfaces for each
bonding condition are shown in Fig. 5C. This reveals the difference on
the surface texture after the bonding failed. Failure of the bonds oc-
curred via a concentric delamination at the top and the bottom of the
PDMS (Fig. 5C, red arrows). The bonding failure area is indicated by the
yellow arrow in Fig. 5C. The surface texture is different between the
plasma bonding and the partial bonding. We observed the tearing out
on the plasma bonding surface after the bonding was broken. By con-
trast, with partial bonding, delamination of the top and bottom PDMS
layer occurred with a clear surface for the bonding failure area. The
surface of the partially cured PDMS works as an adhesive layer.
Therefore, the partially cured surface can produce the perfect confluent
with the solid surface while bonding. It allows partial bonding to
withstand the delamination pressure. With plasma bonding, the two
solid PDMS surfaces are brought into contact after plasma activation to
form covalent bonding. Solid and solid contacting can cause less con-
fluence between the two surfaces. Although PDMS plasma bonding
forms a covalent bond, the less confluent surface can reduce the
bonding strength. The comparison of the two partially cured PDMS
bonds and the plasma bonding is shown in Fig. 5D. The average burst
pressure of the partially bonded PDMS treated with HPMC was 150 kPa.
The low bonding strength can be attributed to the straight-forward
detachment of the mold after the first semi-circular section was fabri-
cated. The bonding strength of the oxygen plasma matched well with a
previous study for the average bonding strength of 300 kPa [38].
Among the three bonding conditions, the partially cured PDMS bonding
strength was the highest at 375 kPa. This bonding strength demon-
strated its ability to withstand most microfluidic applications, which is
comparable to the plasma bonding method.

3.3. Computational fluid dynamics on the 3D vessel geometries

We used the software program Comsol Multiphysics version 5.3a
with a laminar flow module to simulate the wall shear rate of the fluidic
channel. In the laminar flow module, we assumed that there was in-
compressible flow, no turbulence, and a no-slip boundary condition.
For this simulation, we applied a blood density of 1.080 g/mL and a
dynamic viscosity of 3.5× 10−3 Pa.s [39]. The mean flow of the inlet
was set to 3mL/hr. The outlet pressure was set to atmospheric pressure
with no backflow. We simulated the four channels with elliptical cross-
sections of 20mm in length. In the device, there are four parallel
channels to represent the four conditions, which are concentric and
eccentric stenosis of 63 % and 84 % (Fig. 6). The actual dimensions of
the channel were used to draw the 3D computer-aided design (CAD)
model and they were imported to the Comsol software program to si-
mulate the wall shear rate of the stenosis channels. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 7. According to our simulation, with the same
mean flow rate of 3mL/h, the 63 % and 84 % stenosis channels can
generate peak wall shear rates of 1840 s−1 and 21,800 s−1, respec-
tively.

The major and minor axes of the elliptical cross-section are 500 μm
and 400 μm, 200 μm and 150 μm, and 100 μm and 65 μm for the non-
stenosis channel, 63 % stenosis channel, and 84 % stenosis channel,
respectively. The stenosis was placed in the center of the channel for the
63 % and 84 % stenosis channels. The wall shear gradients with a 1mm
stenosis length were used, as shown in Fig. 7. The cross-section of the
channel consists of an elliptical geometry; hence, we considered the

Fig. 4. Bright field images of the semi-circular channels from 200 μm to 500 μm
at different fabrication pressure of 0.5 kPa, 1 kPa, and 1.25 kPa. (B) SEM image
of the channel cross-section with different fabrication conditions. We define (1)
is the condition for under deformation, (2) is the semi-circular, and (3) is the
over deformation. Various cross-sectional channels of 500 μm in width can be
obtained by combining the different fabrication conditions of first half and
second half of the channel. Scale bar, 500 μm. (C) The relationship between
formed circular channel shape and semi-circular channel shape of different
channel width.
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wall shear rate for profile (a) and (b) for the concentric channels, and
profiles (a), (b), and (c) for the eccentric channels. In general, the slope
of the wall shear rate rapidly increased and decreased with vessel
contraction and expansion. Depending on the channel profile, the peak
of the shear rate was different for each profile. At 63 % stenosis, the
maximum shear rate was placed at the center of the stenosis on profile
(b) with 1840 s−1, and 1930 s-1 for concentric and eccentric, respec-
tively. At 84 % stenosis, the maximum shear rate was placed at the
center of profile (b) with 21,800 s−1 and 21,593 s−1 for the concentric
and eccentric channels, respectively.

3.4. Thrombus growth under different channel geometry

To perfuse the whole blood, one end of the four channels was
connected to the outlet; the other end was punched for the inlet of the
blood flow (Fig. 6C). The cross-sectional diameter is gradually changed

from a normal diameter to stenosis and then back to normal (Fig. 6A).
The results of the stenosis channels are presented in Fig. 8 with a uni-
form channel cross-section. In order to investigate the effect of the
stenosis lesion on the stability of the thrombus, we perfused the whole
blood within 5min for each channel. The stenosis length was 1mm
with the circular cross-section that is depicted in Fig. 8, where the
geometry was constricted at the center of the stenosis length. Thrombus
formation was initiated through adhesion, where the flowing platelets
met a thrombogenic surface (e.g. collagen) and it began to adhere.
Platelet-platelet interaction was dominant during thrombus develop-
ment [40].

Fig. 8 displays the geometry of the stenosis channel for the different
levels and shapes of the stenosis. The circular cross-section of the vessel
defined the 3D stenosis geometry before stenosis, then it gradually re-
duced the diameter to the center of the stenosis with a smooth surface.
These geometries typically were found in the clinical atherosclerosis

Fig. 5. Bonding strength testing with different
bonding techniques. (A) Burst testing setup
with air pressure regulator connected to air
source at the inlet and testing device at the
outlet (B) Zoom in the testing device with the
top PDMS layer was connected to air source
through inlet air-port. (C) The bright field
images of the burst testing before and after
bursting. Red arrows indicate the testing re-
servoir deformation due to high pressure be-
fore bonding busted. Yellow arrows indicate
the bursted area after bonding failed. Scale bar,
5 mm. (D) The results of burst test with three
bonding conditions of partially cured PDMS
bonding, plasma bonding, and partially cured
PDMS bonding with HPMC treatment. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in the
Figure, the reader is referred to the web ver-
sion of this article).

Fig. 6. (A) Schematic of the experimental setup with syringe pump used to perfuse the whole blood into the channel. The thrombus formation was observed under
fluorescent microscopy. (B) Two types of lesion: concentric and eccentric (C) The PDMS device with four stenosis channels fills with food dye.
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blood vessel [10,39]. To our knowledge, this is the first study to in-
vestigate the association between the concentric and eccentric stenosis
of the circular channel and the formation of thrombosis-on-a-chip.
Whole blood perfusion through the 63 % stenosis and 84 % stenosis
channels showed that thrombosis only occurred in the microfluidic
channels for 84 % stenosis and there was no sign of thrombus formation
for the 63 % stenosis channel at a shear rate level of 1840 s−1 after
5min of perfusion (data not shown). In a living vessel, the high shear
rate thrombosis takes place in pathological flow with a high stenosis
percentage vessel such as an atherosclerotic vessel. Rupture of the
atherosclerotic plaque will expose the thrombosis factors on the blood
vessel wall, which can result in thrombosis formation and clotting. This
event occurs in a very short time (less than 1min) [15]. Therefore, the
perfusion time of 5min is appropriate for thrombosis formation. There
are two different biological mechanisms which can lead to thrombus:
(a) the coagulation cascade of protein activation and (b) cellular pla-
telet aggregation thrombosis. Even though coagulation dominates
thrombus formation at low shear rates (e.g. < 50 s−1), it can lead to
red clots. By contrast, by having wall shear rates higher than 5000 s−1,
platelet accumulation dominates, which can lead to white clots that
occur during pathological flow in arteries [41]. Here, we propose to
mimic high shear rate thrombosis for a stenosis blood vessel to activate
platelet accumulation. Therefore, platelet accumulation can be con-
sidered for thrombosis formation. On the other hand, in the case of 84

% stenosis, accumulation of the thrombus rapidly formed downstream
of the stenosis due to the high shear rate in the stenosis (> 10,000 s−1);
vWF likely played a crucial role in recruiting the platelets to the
thrombus. Thrombus formation was initiated through adhesion, where
the flowing platelets met a thrombogenic surface (e.g. collagen) and it
began to adhere. Platelet-platelet interaction was dominant during
thrombus development [40]. The intensity of the thrombus indicates
the platelet activation for aggregation. Stick and slip mechanics were
observed during the growth of the thrombus with multiple peaks in
intensity. The average intensity in the case of the concentric was much
higher than eccentric thrombosis (Fig. 9).

Interestingly, despite having the same stenosis percentage, the
platelet formation for concentric and eccentric geometries was different
where the concentric geometry can create symmetric platelet accumu-
lation (shown in Fig. 9A, B). The concentric geometry gradually
changed the diameter and had more symmetrical flow, thereby leading
to more symmetric thrombus growth. Fig. 9C shows the steady increase
in the thrombus until embolization occurred and prompted the sharp
drop in the intensity. On the other hand, the eccentric geometry al-
lowed for thrombus growth on one side of the channel where there was
a higher deceleration flow (shown in Fig. 9D). Eccentric stenosis with
the asymmetric accumulation changed the flow directions downstream
of the stenosis, which makes thrombus formation unstable. The phe-
nomenon of the shear rate gradients that influences thrombus

Fig. 7. Wall shear rate of different stenosis channel. (A) 63 % concentric stenosis. (B) Wall shear rate gradient along to profile (a) and profile (b) of 63 % concentric
stenosis. (C) 63 % eccentric stenosis. (D) Wall shear rate gradient along to profile (a), profile (b), profile (c) of 63 % eccentric stenosis. (E) 84 % concentric stenosis.
(F) Wall shear rate gradient along to profile (a) and profile (b). (G) 84 % eccentric stenosis. (H) Wall shear rate gradient along to profile (a), profile (b), profile (c).

Fig. 8. Bright field image of the top view of stenosis channel and SEM images of the cross-section stenosis microchannel. (A) 63 % concentric stenosis, (B) 84 %
concentric stenosis. (C) 63 % eccentric stenosis, (D) 84 % eccentric stenosis. The right hand side of each bright field image is an SEM image of the cross-sectional
microchannel. The blue dash line shows the channel before stenosis, the red dash line shows the stenosis diameter. Scale bar, 500 μm. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in the Figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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formation has recently been described in rectangular stenosis channels
[15,10]. Our data of circular stenosis geometry significantly enhances
the previous findings since it demonstrates the importance of vWF
acting as a regulator of the platelet aggregation at post stenotic sites
with a rapidly decreasing wall shear rate.

We compared the wall shear rate and the platelet aggregation time
with the in vivo model where a high shear rate at the stenosis vessel
promotes platelet accumulation. Nesbitt et al. [15] employed intravital
imaging to visualize the platelet aggregation process in the arterioles of
mice. Localized stenosis markedly accelerated the rate and the extent of
the platelet aggregation at 16.39 s when stenosis was greater than 90 %.
The flow accelerates into the stenosis throat and reaches a maximum
shear of> 20,000 s−1 at the apex. Our stenosis channels are able to
reach a similar level of shear rate (21,800 s−1 at 84 % stenosis channel)
as presented during in vivo thrombosis. In addition, the proposed ste-
nosis channels also show rapid platelet accumulation (Fig. 9A) for
concentric and eccentric stenosis. Indeed, a direct comparison with the
in vivo conditions is difficult to obtain due to the discrimination on the
experiment conditions. However, with a microfluidic channel, a high
shear microgradient is easy to obtain by using a stenosis channel.
Moreover, the channel geometry can be engineered to closely mimic the
in vivo blood vessel such as the circular geometry and the eccentricity
of the stenosis. In addition, in vitro flow with the microfluidics channel
takes advantage in matching the wall shear rate with the in vivo phe-
nomena for rapid platelet accumulation while using a small volume of
blood.

The embolization event is identified by the sharp drop and then it
gradually increases the areal fluorescent intensity of the platelet ag-
gregation in Fig. 9C and D. The red arrows in Fig. 9C and D point to the
event of the embolization with a sharp drop and followed it steadily

with an accumulation of platelets. The details of the embolization event
are presented in Fig. 10; the left images indicate the thrombus before
dislodging. Embolization happens after 179 s for the concentric stenosis
channels, whereas eccentric stenosis embolization takes place at 62 s,
154 s, and 217 s.

The difference in the shear rate gradient along the stenosis region
influences the thrombus formation and the fractional flow reverse value
[39]. Thrombus formation may be accelerated in the regions of the
platelets during recirculation, high shearing, and increased turbulence
[42]. This can explain the faster embolus formation in comparison to
concentric stenosis. The results indicate the important role of the
plaque shape (concentric or eccentric), which is typically not con-
sidered in a standard diagnosis, in addition to stenosis severity.

We assume that the value of the platelet intensity is directly pro-
portional to the size of the thrombus. A higher intensity of the platelet
accumulation results in a bigger thrombus. Therefore, the stability of
the thrombus presents a steadily increasing thrombus size and less
thrombus dislodging. We evaluated the stability of the thrombus based
on the number of thrombus embolization events, which is one time for
concentric stenosis and three times for eccentric stenosis during 5min
of perfusion (Fig. 10). The amplitude of the dropped intensity can be
correlated to the embolus size. The dropped intensity of the concentric
stenosis is 73.4 a.u. For eccentric stenosis, the dropped intensities are
32.3 a.u, 72.8 a.u, and 45.6 a.u for the first, second, and third embo-
lization event, respectively. From these preliminary results, we can
conclude that the thrombus stability and the embolus size are directly
correlated with the stenosis geometry. Owing to the longer compaction
time of the thrombus, an embolism is larger for the concentric stenosis
than for the eccentric stenosis (Movie S1, S2).

Moreover, the results indicate that the thrombus building up in the

Fig. 9. The platelet accumulation at the downstream of stenosis channel. (A), (B) Fluorescent images of platelet accumulation of 84 % concentric stenosis and
eccentric stenosis with 3mL/hr flow rate of the whole blood, respectively. The white area shown the thrombus growth at the post stenosis vessel (C), (D) The average
fluorescent intensity of platelet accumulation. The sharp drop of the intensity indicate the embolization of the thrombus. Scale bar, 200 μm.
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stenosis channel will significantly reduce the vessel diameter. The
narrowing is due to permanent platelet adhesion and the fibrin accu-
mulation downstream of the stenosis after the blood perfusion as shown
in Fig. 11 and Movies S3 and S4. The narrowing of the vessel lumen
occurs on both sides for a concentric case (Fig. 11A) and on one side for

an eccentric case (Fig. 11B).

4. Conclusions

In summary, we present an inexpensive and simple method that can

Fig. 10. The embolization event of concentric and eccentric stenosis channel. Left column shown the thrombus before embolization at different time point. Red
arrows point the thrombus position. Right column indicates the stenosis channel after thrombus dislodged. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the
Figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 11. The thrombus accumulation at the
stenosis channel caused of the vessel nar-
rowing. (A) Concentric stenosis. (B) Eccentric
stenosis. Red lines show the boundary of the
PDMS vessel, yellow dash lines indicate the
thrombus accumulation on the vessel surface
that narrowing the blood flow through stenosis
channel. Scale bar, 200 μm. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in the Figure, the
reader is referred to the web version of this
article).
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fabricate multiple diameters of the circular microfluidic channels from
100 μm to 500 μm. Since the internal pressure of the channel is well
controlled, the repeatability of the fabricated channels is improved over
the previous methods. Moreover, in the same mold design, we obtained
a variety of different cross-sections of the channels by combining dif-
ferent fabrication conditions for the first and second halves of the
channels. The device itself enables plasma-free activation and auto-
aligned bonding with a bonding strength of 375 kPa, which is suitable
for most microfluidics applications. By using a collagen-coated channel
of 63 % and 84 % stenosis geometry, we successfully recapitulated the
clinically derived physiological wall shear rate (1840 s−1) and patho-
logical flow conditions at a high wall shear rate (21,800 s−1). For the
first time, the 3D morphology of the stenosis vessel was considered to
investigate the thrombosis formation and the stability. We found that
the thrombosis growth for the concentric stenosis is more stable than
eccentric stenosis and it also creates a bigger embolus downstream of
the stenosis. Finally, this fabrication method is a highly efficient, low-
cost solution to design highly customized circular cross-section chan-
nels to evaluate the clotting events in the pathological blood vessels. It
is a useful testing device for antiplatelet and anticoagulant therapeutics.

In future studies, this device can be used as a basic research tool for
investigating artery morphology that affects the diameter stenosis,
stenosis length, and the eccentricity. Currently, we coat the channels
with a thrombogenic factor to initially activate the platelet adhesion;
however, future studies should utilize an endothelial cell coating on the
channel to improve the accuracy of mimicking a real blood vessel.
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